“VICTORY, HOPE & AMBITION”
A schools’ project to mark 275 years
since the Battle of Prestonpans in 1745.

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES Activity Two: Hey Johnnie Cope!
Thank you for joining our project to celebrate the
275th Anniversary of the Battle of Prestonpans!

Rebellious Scots to Crush is a collection of songs,
stories and poetry inspired by the battle.

In this project pack you will find some resources
to get your pupils thinking about the cultural
legacy so far, and how they might add to it.

Go to page 31 and read through the two versions
of Hey Johnnie Cope. The original is by Adam
Skirving, and then Robert Burns altered it later.

The resources referred to can all be found and
downloaded from:



Ask pupils to write a character analysis of
John Cope. Who was he? What was his role in
the battle? What impression do they get of his
character from the two versions of this song?



Not everything described in the song is
historically accurate, although it was written at
the time. Do your pupils think the song is being
fair to John Cope? If not, why not?



How do the two versions of the song differ:

www.prestonpans275.org/inspiration
Here are a few ideas of how you might use these
resources to help pupils along their creative
journey.

Activity One: about the Battle
Explore the book The Battle of Prestonpans (for
young readers) by Stuart McHardy. This will give
you and your pupils the historical background to
the events of the battle.
Ask pupils to look at page 23 and the illustration of
the Battle of Prestonpans by Andrew Hillhouse.
This is a portion of a much larger image.
What do they think is happening in the rest of the
painting? Who might be there that we cannot see?




Ask pupils to take this image and recreate the
missing piece in a medium of their choice, or
Ask pupils to write a few paragraphs
describing what is happening, so that we can
get a feel of what might be going on around
us if we were there.

in content?
in rhythm?
Which is their favourite and why?

Activity Three:
The Battle of Prestonpans Tapestry Animated DVD
uses an embroidery to tell the story of the
campaign. This has then been digitally animated.
Download/open the Tapestry Slideshow to see the
tapestry panels in more detail. Find panel 59.


What is happening in this panel? Ask pupils
to write a short story that would explain it.



Imagine the tapestry was a play and this
panel is one scene of that play. Ask pupils to
write that scene! Why not act it out and send it
to us on social media (@prestonpans1745)?

A creative project for young people, celebrating the cultural legacy of “The ‘45” in 2020.

Activity Four: describing the drama
Return to Rebellious Scots to Crush, and find the
selections of prose from Walter Scott’s famous
1815 novel Waverley.


What impression do your pupils get of the
battle from these passages? Are there
specific words which jump out at you?



Ask them to imagine they are a soldier who
has just survived this battle. Then ask them to
write a diary entry describing what they saw
and how they felt.



Or, ask them to write a newspaper report on
the battle, describing the events and who
was involved. They could draw a picture to
accompany their article. Can they stay
neutral, or will they choose a side to support?

to remember. Try asking your pupils to write a
verse or a catchy chorus which they can all sing
along to.


Activity Six: propaganda poetry
We can often tell what side the writer supported
by looking for clues in their words.


Take a look at the version of the National
Anthem in Rebellious Scots to Crush. Did the
author support the Jacobites or King George II?
What evidence is there in the verses that leads
you to this conclusion?



Now read the Ode to Gladsmuir by William
Hamilton. Is there anything in his language which
tells us which side Hamilton supported?

Activity Five: Songs of war
The Jacobite risings have been celebrated and
remembered in many songs and poems.
Look up some Jacobite songs online, or look at the
language used in the songs and poems in Rebellious
Scots to Crush.


How do these songs make your pupils feel?
What emotions are being evoked, and what
words are used to create images and feelings ?



Using these words, invite your pupils to try
writing a new poem about the Jacobites.



Jacobites often put new words onto older
existing tunes so that their songs would be easy

Now imagine their song is going to be
released on a CD for the first time! Your pupil
needs to design the cover art to go on the case.

Activity Seven: dressing for battle
Investigate the clothing and equipment the soldiers
used at the Battle of Prestonpans.


Ask your pupils to create a checklist of
equipment for both a Jacobite and a redcoat
soldier. Can they draw a picture of each of them
ready for battle.



Compare and contrast the clothing and
weaponry. What does the way the soldiers were
dressed tell you about how they planned to
fight? What are the advantages of each?
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